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1. ABOUT US

Mission

Women’s
Institute
for
Leadership
Development is a non-profit making
organisation that was formed in 2012 and is
based in Bulawayo. It seeks to invest in
building and strengthening power of
women’s involvement in leadership and
decision-making, both in rural and urban
communities
of
Zimbabwe.
The
organisation continues to help harness
women’s capacity, connections and
credibility they need to unlock their
potential as catalysts of local and national
leadership change and policy progress.

Economic: To enhance the capacity of
women and girls to participate in economic
and environmental activities, influence
structural changes and have access to
capital and markets.

Vision:

Social: To build awareness and capacity of
women and girls to demand fulfilment of
their social rights as well as influence
systems that will protect these rights
Governance. To enhance women and girls’
interest in politics and governance as well
as influence structural changes to expand
and protect safe spaces for women and girls.

Women and girls, at the core of economic,
political and social development.
Values

Diplomacy: WILD strives to be neutral
when dealing with
various political
institutions.
Diversity: Wild programmes and activities
will be assorted to adapt to the ever
changing operating environment
Tolerance: WILD will be receptive and
open-minded to different beliefs, values and
cultures within the Zimbabwean context
Equity: WILD strives to be just in the
execution of its mandate
Accountability: WILD will remain
accountable to its beneficiaries and targeted
stakeholders in the communities.
Integrity: WILD promises a level of
consistency of actions, values, methods,
measures and principles.
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Mandate and Scope of WILD
WILD was established to prevent the marginalisation of women and ensure their empowerment
in socio-economic development and political platforms. The organisation’s objectives remain
as follows:













To provide space for leadership development in women through building their
capacities and providing necessary skills to improve their participation, competence,
confidence and effectiveness in decision-making.
To increase democratic citizen engagement of women by strengthening their number
and influence in leading economic, social and political processes at local, national,
regional and international level.
To promote active participation of women citizens in electoral processes so that they
influence gender responsive policies.
To promote education and development amongst women through sustainable
mentorship, peer learning and exchange of knowledge and ideas between accomplished
women leaders and ordinary indigenous women.
To enhance rigorous research and learning, disseminate information concerning
women’s issues, their effective participation in community development, public service,
government and corporate forums.
To promote gender equality, accountability, responsibility, plurality and diversity
through providing forums for policy consultations, public speaking, debate and
dialogue.
To create space and opportunities for women to actively take a leading role in reducing
Poverty and promoting economic growth for sustainable development.
Youth participant at an eyebrow tutorial event
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2. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE
leadership. In pushing for participation of women in public leadership, WILD conducted
leadership development trainings and mentorship programs meant to encourage women to
actively participate in leadership positions. In governance work, social accountability trainings
formed the basis of demanding accountability from local and national government to ensure
improved social service delivery. Social accountability trainings were conducted in order to
help women in monitoring the public resource management cycle. The social accountability
monitoring tools have been a key component in holding government officials accountable for
service delivery and performance.

Samukeliso Khumalo, Executive Director, WILD

It is with great pride and accomplishment
that I present to you Women’s Institute for
Leadership Development (WILD)’s end of
year report entitled WILD@FIVE (5).This
report
highlights
many
notable
achievements for the institute. I am proud to
celebrate these achievements and continued
progress in pursuit of improved social
accountability in local governance,
women’s inclusion in electoral processes
and participation in decision making and

Unconventional and innovative ways were also used to promote inclusion of women in political
and electoral processes. Being accredited to conduct voter education helped the institution
improve its reach to women from different sectors. The organization also utilised radio
programs to fulfil its mission and vision. Although WILD is primarily focused on women,
reaching out to men has also become a concern as they often directly influence women’s
participation. Men’s Clubhouse Meetings and Gender Fora, meant to change the mind-set of
men towards embracing women in leadership helped improve women’s interest in attaining
leadership positions. Young women were not left out of WILD’s programming as we dedicated
activities towards the enlightenment of young women. Young Women Voice Out meetings gave
a unique opportunity for young women to share their stories and challenges. The general
operating environment, especially the political landscape has been unpredictable.
Notwithstanding challenges ranging from political upheaval, economic turmoil and
inaccessibility of hard cash, WILD is determined to be sturdy enough to reach great heights in
2018.
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3. INTRODUCTION
This report summarises the
activities undertaken by
WILD for the period of
January
to
December
2017.The
outputs
and
outcomes outlined in the
report capture WILD;s work
in Bulawayo, Matabeleland
North and South areas.2017
was a very important year as
it was an election preparatory
year. This meant that the
organisation was inundated
with a lot activities however
through hard work and
resilience most of the work
was achieved as planned
serve for a few setbacks
which were political and
Economically
motivated.
Focus for 2018 foresees the
organisation continuing its
work
on
women
empowerment for political
participation
and
also
strengthening of existing
networks and creation on new
collaborations with
Stakeholders and likeminded
partners.

4. WILD PROGRAMME COVERAGE MAP
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5. SUMMARY OF THEMATIC

AREAS
5.1 Social Accountability
This thematic area aimed at advocating
for improved gender responsive social
service delivery in Gwanda, Bulawayo
and Umzingwane districts. It further
thrived
for
increased
women’s
participation in local decision making
processes such as Planning, budgeting,
expenditure tracking and monitoring. It
was implemented cumulatively in 20
wards of Bulawayo, Gwanda and
Umzingwane. Social Accountability
activities included:
Gender Responsive Budgeting.
Gender
Responsive
Budgeting
workshops were aimed at equipping
women with basic knowledge on
budgetary processes to enable them to
contribute meaningfully to the budget
consultation meetings in their different
local authorities. The workshops

addressed the budget cycle and enabled
women to identify both the city wide
budget priorities and the Ward specific
priorities.
Through this set of activities, strategic
collaborations and synergies were made
with the Bulawayo City Council. We
managed to reach out to women in
Bulawayo
together
and
major
development concerns and agendas were
raised and collective resolutions set.
Essentially the set priorities are now used
as benchmarks in the budget tracking and
monitoring processes. Women are now
able to contribute meaningfully to the
decision making in their respective local
authorities and this is envisaged to
improve social service delivery at local
government level.
Women’s Town hall meetings
Through Women’s Town hall meetings
women started to collectively engage
more in service delivery issues that had
been affecting their livelihoods for
extended periods of time. These issues

included water shortages which cause
temporary closure of Gwanda Hospital,
putting the lives of many patients
especially women and children, at risk as
a result of poor sanitation and hygiene. A
key output of Town hall meetings in
2017, was Ward Advocacy Committees
were strengthened evident by their ability
to self-organise and call leaders to
account.
The
Ward
Advocacy
Committees comprise of 60 women who
have spearheaded activism around
different issues in Gwanda beginning
with the mobilization of other women to
attend town hall meetings, as well as
identifying key issues that affect the
community.
Petitioning Gwanda Municipality
Women submitted a petition to Gwanda
Municipality, after the realisation that the
Council passed a resolution in 2013 to
rehabilitate a road which runs from
Spitzkop terminus (KoNare) to the Red
Cross Business Centre in Ward 5 and up
to date nothing had been done as the
council continuously carried forward the
resolution to the following years. The
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petition demanded transparency and
accountability of the council in budget
allocations and attracted the attention of
the Permanent Secretary of Zimbabwe
National
Roads
Administration
(ZINARA) who was part of the team that
went out to assess the state of the roads as
stipulated in the petition and all due
process had been taken to facilitate the
project’s completion. This further hardpressed council to complete the
rehabilitation, as the women began to
understand and have an appreciation on
how to utilize existing budget monitoring
structures to their advantage
Petitioning Zimbabwe Water Authority

(ZINWA)
Gwanda Council spent years trying to
negotiate with Zimbabwe Water
Authority (ZINWA) to handover the
administration of water to them. When
Ward Advocacy structures saw that no
action was being done they took it up to
themselves to petition ZINWA to hand
over the management to Gwanda
Municipality. This prompted constructive

engagements
between
Gwanda
municipality and ZINWA resulting in
ZINWA ceding water management duties
to Gwanda Municipality. This move
restored sanity in the hospital and within
the Gwanda community at large.

5.2 Capacity development
Under this thematic area women were
trained so that they have the capacity and
competence and confidence to fully
participate in political and societal
decision making processes in Zimbabwe
as leaders and agents of change. The
training workshops included:
PSAM Model training workshop
Women were trained on how to apply the
Public Service Accountability Model
(PSAM) in tracking social service
delivery in Gwanda. After the training,
women showed an understanding of the
processes of the PSAM model as they
began questioning how local authorities
spent their budget allocations.

Budget and Budget Monitoring Training
Women were trained on Budget and
Budget Monitoring so as to impact skills
and knowledge of inputting into the
Council Budget as well as monitor how
public resources are proportioned. During
the trainings women purported that they
had gained valuable knowledge they will use
to call public officials to account.

Illicit financial flows and Tax Justice
Women were trained on illicit financial
flows and how tax leakages from the
economy have a negative bearing on
social service delivery. From there on
women demanded to know how much
revenue local authorities in Bulawayo,
Umzingwane and Gwanda Council
collect so they are able to track how
resources are being distributed. Through
the Illicit financial flows and Tax Justice
training, women in Gwanda gained an
appreciation of other sources of income
the council has at their disposal and how
a council could maximise on these. This
further empowered the women to be able
to track and monitor the operations of
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council and how it is supposed to utilize
these funds for the betterment of the
Gwanda community.

Action Training indicated some of the
health impediments that women are faced
with in accessing health care services.
“Most people suffer in silence as they
hardly receive proper health care services
within their areas. The local clinics which
are available in the area are too far for the
reach of a vast number of people,” said
one participant from Umzingwane Ward
four.

5.2.1 Story of Change: A microscope
to problems encountered in Sibomvu
community
Umzingwane Ward 3 villagers stressed
the need for the Rural District Council to
improve citizen’s access to better health
care facilities through constructing
clinics. Various reasons such as the
flooding of the river, an unavailability of
a bridge and a shortage of adequate
medication lead citizens to stay at their
homesteads without any supervision from
healthcare personnel.

Female participants during a Reflection
Action Training that was held in Sibomvu
community Hall
By Duduzile Mathema
This came to light during a Reflection
Training workshop which was held with
a group of women from a combination of
two Umzingwane’s Ward three and four
in Sibomvu Community Hall. The
training introduced women to various
advocacy skills they can be use in
demanding social accountability.
Results which emanated from a Problem
Tree, a component from the Reflection

One participant narrated how one heavily
pregnant woman was almost washed
away as she tried crossing a flooded river.
After the rains which were experienced
across the country Umzingwane River
was left over flowing, thus compromising
the lives of people who found the need to
access health care services.
“A woman survived being swept away
while she was on her way to access health
services,” said one female Ward three
villager. Locals who were also
anticipating crossing the flooded river
managed to rescue her. Incidents such as
the case of this woman are some of the
difficult scenarios which are encountered
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by members of the community,” said one
participant who was present during the
training.
The villagers suggested that it would be
of help is they could be able to get a
nearby health facility so as to curb the
loss of lives and potential outbreak of
diseases. The Constitution of Zimbabwe
of 2013, section 76 (1) states: Every
Citizen and permanent resident of
Zimbabwe has the right to have access to
basic health-care services, including
reproductive health-care services.
Villagers argued that in as much as they
are in need of a health care facility which
is within a close range to them, there is
need for the Ministry of Health and Child
Care to ensure that medication is
adequately availed to the facility. Lack of
access to health care facilities
compromises the quality of health
services that citizens receive.

5.3 Leadership development
A key facet under this thematic area was
the incubation of ordinary women to be

interested in public and political
leadership. It included the following
activities:
Women’s Empowered
Leadership Launch

for

Public

The launch was targeted at community
women, female Councilors, Members
of Parliament and Senators across
political parties. The launch served its
purpose which was to as identify
strategic allies, partners and participants
in need of leadership capacity
development. The launch motivated
women and enhanced their interest as
political leaders. Female political leaders
like Senator Tambudzani Mohadi,
Senator Mguni and MPs Priscilla
Misihairabwi Mushonga and Dorcas
Sibanda graced the event. They had an
opportunity to share their leadership
journeys and their stories inspired
community women as they realized that
anything, to anyone with resolve, is
possible. The launch managed to dispel
the long-held notion of men as the only

leaders in a patriarchal society like
Zimbabwe. It contributed to women
interest in the electoral cycle.
Furthermore, the launch was a great
networking opportunity for women from
all walks of life, and more importantly, it
created opportunities for mentorship for
aspiring leaders.
Mentorship
In the year 2017, WILD unveiled the
Leadership Mentorship Programme. The
purpose was to ensure that established
women leaders mentor aspiring women
leaders. This led to 17 mentorship cafes
being conducted. These mentorship cafes
were facilitated under team building for
leadership which could be achieved
through the introduction of mentorship
and coaching. The mentorship program
constituted of 17 established leaders who
were responsible for mentoring 33
vibrant females who were keen on
developing their leadership skills and
propping them for their future leadership
pursuits. It was through the mentorship
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program where women highlighted their
ability to work with individuals emerging
from different backgrounds. One case in
point is observed from the way that
mentees interacted with their mentors.
Women were able to work with
individuals from different political
affiliations from their own. This was
exemplified by Siduduzile Masilela, a
member of the People’s Democratic Party
(PDP) who was mentored by Honorable
Priscilla Misihairambwi – Mushonga, a
Member of Parliament (MP) from the
Movement for Democratic Change
(MDC).

5.3.1 Story of change: Young Women
optimistic about their future leadership
pursuits
Demotivated, down trodden and
pessimistic groups of young women from
Bulawayo, Matabeleland North and
Matabeleland South never anticipated a
possibility of ever finding platforms
where they could have discussions with
established leaders. All they were used to

hearing were words which made them
feel as individuals of low self-worth.
However, the launch of the Mentorship
Program has changed young women’s
perspectives on leadership. Young
women now believe they stand a chance
of being successful public leaders as
indicated during a two-day Mentorship
Program which was conducted by the
Women’s Institute for Leadership
Development Trust (WILD) from
Thursday 29 June to Friday 30 June 2017.
The theme of the Mentorship program
was: “Today is the beginning of the rest of

mentorship program as mentees also
came from a similar background both in
politics and in business.

your life”.

Leaders who were called in as mentors
comprised of female leaders from the
business sector and various political
parties such as Zimbabwe African
National Union – Patriotic Front (ZANUPF), Movement for Democratic Change –
Tsvangirai (MDC-T), Movement for
Democratic Change (MDC), National
People’s Party (NPP), and Zimbabwe
African People’s Union (ZAPU).
Individuals who were accepted into the

“You have the power to decide how far

you can go. Look into the future to
discover what else you can do to unleash
that potential that is within you. If you
want to succeed, strike out new paths.
Don’t travel the worn-out paths of
accepted success,” said Dr Ruth Labode,
a
Member
of
Parliament
for
Matabeleland North.
“If you want to change the status quo, you

are

then

considered

as

a

people
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developer. People go into positions of
leadership considering the things that
they benefit from it. Instead we can do
things differently by striving as much as
possible in grooming a generation of
servant leaders,” said Patience Phiri, a
Bulawayo business person.
Women who attended the workshop were
called upon to dare being different
through choosing to be mentored by
individuals who might be from a
background or a political party that is
different from theirs. Some held a belief
that embarking on such an initiative will
inspire change and growth amongst those
who wish to be mentored.
Honourable Priscilla Misihairamwi
Mushonga, a Member of Parliament for
Matabeleland South testified that she is
one person who benefitted from
mentorship. She indicated that her mentor
was a person who came from a different
political party than the one that she
belonged to.
Honourable Mushonga brought to light
how choosing a mentor who belongs to a

different political party can be valuable.
Her testimony indicated that one can be
free around a person who is from a
different political grounding than her
own.
She added that when faced with
unbearable circumstances, it is easier to
open up to one’s mentor because there
tends to be minimised judgement. A
person who watches from a distance was
said to be honest than an individual within
one’s territory.
The Mentorship program seeks to capacitate
women so that there are more women leaders
in society, to share cultural intelligence, to
help participants to translate the learning into
actual practice and to enable participants to
travel the journey of leadership in a simpler
way. The Mentorship Program is part of the
Women Empowered for Public Leadership
Project which was launched in March 2017.

5.4 Women’s Rights and
constitutionalism
This thematic area sought to create
awareness to women project thrives on
their
socio-economic,
civil
and
constitutional rights. Constitutional
Awareness meetings were held in 10
wards of Bulawayo, Umzingwane
District and Gwanda Rural. They mainly
focused on popularizing the socioeconomic and civic rights of citizens as
they are enshrined in the Constitution.
Constitutional clauses that directly speak
to
women
empowerment
and
emancipation were also emphasized,
especially section 17 that deals with
equality and equal representation of
women in all the spheres of government
and private sector. Issues to deal with
marriage laws and how they affect
women were also addressed as well as the
management of the deceased estates and
the plight faced by women in this sector.
This round of activities was carried out in
collaboration with the Zimbabwe
Lawyers for Human Rights and we
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managed to facilitate the release of 19
Ordinary Level results for 2016 that were
held by Nswazi Secondary School. Three
cases of women who were denied access
to their deceased husbands’ estates were
also solved. The marriage laws were also
unpacked and the implications of each
type were discussed. Women are now
empowered to choose the type that
promotes their wellbeing and guarantees
their future.

5.5 Elections
Under this thematic a myriad of activities
concentrated on imparting knowledge to
women on electoral processes and the
emphasis was on unpacking the basic
nuances around the Biometric Voter
Registration (BVR). A substantial
number of campaigns were carried out.
Key initiatives included:
#SlayTheVote2018

During phase one of the registration
process, WILD used its community
structures to gather and disseminate

updates on how the registration was
unfolding. This information was used to
engage the electoral management body,
Zimbabwe Electoral Commission (ZEC)
to remove barriers that disenfranchised
citizens during voter registration. During
Phase 2 of the registration process, WILD
embarked on a door to door campaign
encouraging citizens to register to vote.
This initiative saw WILD facilitating the
deployment of a Commissioner of Oaths
who commissioned 920 affidavits for
citizens so they could meet the
requirements of registering to vote. The
military intervention that led to the
ousting of former President Robert
Mugabe destabilized voter registration
work around the country as fewer citizens
registered to vote during Phase 3.
During Phase 4, WILD intensified efforts
to mobilize citizens to register to vote
through the conceptualization and
implementation
of
the
#SlayTheVote2018 Campaign. The
concept was coined by WILD as a
response to the need to employ more
creative ways to reach out to young

women especially in urban areas. It
departs from the conventional and often
mundane methods like town hall
meetings,
public
meetings,
and
roadshows to entice younger populations
to register to vote. It was further justified
by the realization that blanket methods of
citizen mobilization have perpetuated the
exclusion of young women and youths in
elections and public participation. WILD
crafted innovative ideas to motivate and
incentivize young women who registered
to vote. There was a #SlayTheVote2018
Eyebrow Tutorial seeking to combine
young women’s pursuit of looking good
and the need for them to participate in
civic and electoral matters. Admission
into the makeup tutorial was through a
current voter registration slip. The
Zimbabwe Electoral Commission was
engaged to deploy BVR kits at the venue
to ensure ease of access to those willing
to participate in the tutorial. Other
initiatives included enticing of young
people who registered to vote through the
holding of a hip-hop street party and
partnering with Ster Kinekor in issuing
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out tickets to watch a 3D movie. WILD
also held a gospel concert aimed at
encouraging citizens to uphold peace
during the elections.

5.6 Citizen Journalist: Improved
Service Delivery: Everyone’s battle
By Alice Makara

Today, rarely does one see anyone
pushing a wheel barrow with water
containers in Ward 6, Spitzkop area of
Gwanda Central. Gone are the days when
one came across a significant number of

people of different ages holding onto their
buckets around the community tap.
Without water, the survival of a society
becomes near impossible. Citizens rely
heavily on easy access to water. Society
is enviable when it can access clean
water. Gwanda Central’s Ward 6 has in
the past been known for severe water
shortages. Community members of
Spitzkop suburb could not draw water
from their household taps based on the
location of their houses.
“Houses in the upper gradient of Ward 6
were the most affected by water
shortages,” said Alice Makara, a resident
of Gwanda Ward 6. “People living in the
upper area of Spitzkop suburb have had to
rely on accessing water from houses that
are located in the lower area.”
However, access to water did not come at
a cheap price as citizens who resided in
upper Spitzkop had no choice but to pay
a certain fee so as to fetch water. This
resulted in increased water shortages
which affected residents in the upper

slope who were reluctant to folk out
money. Shortages of water led to an
outbreak of diseases leaving most of the
residents at the risk of contracting some
of these.
While all this was happening in Spitzkop,
Women’s Institute for Leadership
Development (WILD) held dialogues
with members of Gwanda Town Council
and the residents to formulate a solution
to the problem. It was in one of such
meetings that residents decided to
contribute money to be used for expenses
incurred for the community tap.
“Women in Ward 6 worked tirelessly for
the community tap to be drilled,” said Ms
Alice. “Our Ward Councillor, Mr Ponalo
Maphala, ensured that all members of the
community contributed money used for
buying materials for the community tap.
She added: “Every member of the
community is entitled to using the newly
drilled community tap at Spitzkop.”
Alice Makara resides in Gwanda Central’s
Ward 6. She is Ward 6 Advocacy Committee
Chairperson.
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6. 2017 RESULTS AND
SUCESSES
 Borehole rehabilitation in Ward 1
Umzingwane
 Registration of 1628 voters in
Collaboration with the Zimbabwe
Electoral commission.
 Formation of a residents Association
to demand for gender responsive and
quality services in Habane Township
Esigodini.
 Compilation of a women’s election







Charter.
Facilitation of re –opening of ECD
Classroom at Nhlozamandla at
Umzingwane district.
Empowered advocacy structures who
ended up forming money clubs to
help alleviate household economic
challenges.
Reinstatement of repossessed
Land for vendors in Gwanda town
Facilitated the approval of the
Home ownership scheme in
Gwanda central.

 Facilitated for the approval of
Protection of heritage site by
Umzingwane council
 Facilitated engagements for ZINWA
to Gwanda Council water handover
 Formation of Community Complaint
mechanism for protection of heritage
sites in Umzingwane district

Committee for protection of heritage sites in Umzingwane District.
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6.1 INNOVATIVE IDEAS

Eye-brow tutorial this activity was about
equipping young women on makeup art skills.
This mobilisation strategy partnered with
Zimbabwe electoral commission voter
registration process and ensured that young
women who attend this event registered to
vote. WILD targeted to register 100 women
from this vent but a total number of 254 young
women attended the event and registered to
vote. This event strategy was informed by low
voting patterns of young women in Bulawayo.

Young women attending an eye-brow tutorial workshop after registering as voters in
Bulawayo.
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Movie and hip hop bash in Bulawayo. This
event was carried out inconjuction with ZEC
with an aim of encouraging youths to register
to vote. The strategy was that those youths
with voter certificates received a free movie
ticket and also attended the Hip Hop bash a
total of 454 youths attended the event and
registered to vote on the day. 241 being girls
and 213 boys
Youth artists at the Movie theatre encouraging other youngsters to register to vote in
Bulawayo.
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6.2 TARGET VS REACH

REACH VS TARGET 2017 STATISTICS
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Fig 1 shows the status of target vs reach
across our main thematic areas. The figures
reflect an implementation level of over 80%
in which we assessed as fair
implementation. The remaining 20
percentage is alluded to the economic,
social and political challenges faced during
the 2017 financial year. Also we had some
partners that joined us Midyear. WILD
faced a lot of political challenges some of
which led to the cancellation of our
Memorandum
of
Agreement
with
Umzingwane district council. Further to
that shortage of cash stalled our
implementation hence the 20% negative
implementation.

0
Leadership and capacity
development
Activities Target

Governance and
Accountability
Activities Actual

Women's rights and
constitutionalism
Beneficiary Target

Women empowerment
and entreprenuership
Beneficiaries Actual

FIG 1.
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7. BIOMETRIC VOTER REGISTRATION, BVR
DIARIES.WILD ACTIONS
The launch of the BVR process in September kick started the WILD
voter mobilisation drive which had an aim of encouraging citizens in
their project areas to go and register to vote in numbers. This was
because the coming of the BVR process de-registered all
Zimbabweans as a new system hence a need to encourage citizens to
register. WILD had a number of initiatives to support this process the
first being attaining accreditation with the Zimbabwe Electoral
Commission, ZEC. This was followed by the setting up of a situation
room and ward advocacy committees, WACs who monitored the
voter registration process in Umzingwane, Gwanda and Bulawayo.
The information attained from the WACs was used to inform WILD
advocacy initiatives with ZEC, civil society, parliamentarians and
political parties. WILD held roadshows to publicise the process and
also carried out Door-2-Door mobilisation campaigns which reached
out to 1200 household in Lobengula and Tshabalala. WILD facilitated
the deployment of commissioner of Oaths services in the phase 1
BVR process to ensure access to signed affidavits by citizens. In
addition to Roadshows, WILD further used its online and offline
platforms to reach out to different stakeholders and these spaces
included Twitter, Facebook, WhatsApp, bulk sms live streams and the
Radio programmes.

Voter mobilisation Roadshow at Egodini in Bulawayo

7. 1 SUCCESSES OF THE BVR ADVOCACY
WILD notes that this was not an individual success but is proud to
flag out these successes as an active partner to the process.
ZEC came up with the solutions challenges for proof of residence
through giving power to ZEC staff to commission affidavits.
 Aliens being allowed to vote.
 Setting up of political party, parliamentary and engagement
platforms by ZEC during the BVR.
 Extension of BVR process
 Excellent Bulawayo civil society engagement and collaboration
made voter mobilisation a success.
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8. STAKEHOLDERS FEEDBACK ON WILD







Gwanda Mayor hailed the work being done by WILD, he added
that he opted for the organisation’s events because he saw the as
an honest organisation that fosters togetherness rather division
in the community Gwanda.
WILD has good relations with stakeholder in Gwanda i.e. the
residents associations, and civil society organisation.
ZEC –Silayigwana appreciated ZEC mobilisation strategies as
they helped them in raising the registration statistics in
Matabeleland North, South and Bulawayo.
WILD Board Member Samukele Hadebe applauded the positive
perception of the organisation after his field visit.
Women appreciated the capacity they have gained from WILD
and hope the organisations supports them to take the next step
of assuming public office in 2018.

Youth mobilising voters in Lobengula West.

9. RESEARCH AND LEARNING
WILD in collaboration with 11 other organizations conducted a
baseline survey on children’s ‘Access to Documentation’. The survey
was conducted in August 2017 in selected districts of Matabeleland
North, Matabeleland South and Bulawayo. The purpose of the survey
was to measure the impact of birth certificate registration on access to
education and other social services for children of 0 – 18 years in
Matabeleland North, Matabeleland South and Bulawayo.
During the survey a total of 1291 households where reached
representing a total of 3970 children in the 3 districts. The research
findings revealed that 43% of total children reached did not have birth
certificates. The survey further showed that children whose parents
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have no birth certificates are the most affected as parent’s documents
are a perquisite in acquiring a birth certificate. The findings also
revealed that failure to access documentation has a negative bearing
on children they fail to access education.

Bulawayo Suburbs Surveyed

In a bid to generate new knowledge around Electoral discourse,
WILD conducted a Research around elections, which sought to
investigate the factors that contributed to low voter turnout
registration BVR under Phase 1. The research was titled: An
Investigation on the factors contributing to low voter turnout on the
1st Phase of the ZEC BVR Blitz. A case of Bulawayo Wards 1, 2,
3,4,5,7 &8. This snap survey was conducted in Ward 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7
and 8 of Bulawayo Metropolitan Province. These wards were covered
under Phase One of the Biometric Voter Registration process. The
decision to conduct the survey was reached after ZEC released
cumulative voter registration figures showing low citizen turnout in
the registration process in Bulawayo, Matabeleland South and
Matabeleland North provinces. The Key findings of the research
amongst others depicted that the requirement of Proof of Residence
was the major inhibiting factor in enabling residents the ability to
register to vote. This thus enabled WILD with other CSOs to engage
and lobby Zimbabwe Electoral Commission to address the issues
around the requirement of proof of resident as a pre requisite for one
to register to vote.
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In 2017, in a bid to improve programming and better decision making
in programs implementation, WILD conducted a Midterm Evaluation
in Gwanda Central District for the Multiplying faces. Amplifying
Voice. The goal of the midterm evaluation was to gather information
based on observation, activity reports and the midyear report about
the program in order to ascertain the relevance of the project activities
towards project outcomes, to identify risks that may threaten the
sustainability and to understand the program from the perceptive of
beneficiaries. The evaluation findings depicted Town Hall meetings
were very effective in addressing social accountability issues in the
town of Gwanda. It is through such meetings that women were able
to call upon the duty bearers to account. According to ward 4
councilor, women town hall meetings provided an engagement
platform were women residents were able to forward issues that were
problematic to the to the city fathers, hence “90%” of the social
service delivery issues brought up by women to the council have been
resolved. The Mayor noted that women’s town hall meeting play a
pivotal role in ensuring that there is positive dialogue between
residents and the local authority in so far as social service delivery is
concerned.
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10. HIGHLIGHTS OF MY JOURNEY AS A WOMAN
COUNCILLOR.
Councillor Lillian Mlilo Ward 12 Umzingwane “I am a health and
housing chairperson and I managed to stand for this position through
WILD. This is because women were not seen as having a potential for
leadership. Using this position I have manged to encouraged my ward
to pay their development taxes. In 2017 we repaired roads through the
30% ward retention funds and we are also renovating the community
library and hall. Also using my position I have engaged relevant
stakeholders to bring girl child programmes that guard against
pregnancy and child marriages and also engaged SOS to pay school
fees for the less privileged in my community.

From left Councillor Catherine Ndebele, Elizabeth Hlongwane and Sithabiso Nkomo.

Councillor Amanda Khumalo, Ward 6 Umzingwane
“When I first became a councillor many people told me that it would
not be easy to work with the traditional leadership, particularly war
veterans, but through leadership trainings offered by WILD I
managed to involve them in project development, implementation and
mobilisation of villagers to participate in the decision making. This
engagement resulted in rehabilitation of dip tanks, ward 7 bridge, and
building of 2 toilets for two primary schools that were destroyed by
rains, currently the community is constructing side-wards at Nswazi
Clinic.
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Councillor Catherine Ndebele, Ward 1
“I had a very successful 2017 with capacity building form WILD we
manged to engage Rotary club to support drilling of 4 boreholes. We
also constructed a room and maternity ward at Ntshamathe clinic.
However despite the good work we still have challenges of resources
to carry out our work and also the traditional leadership sometimes
stalls our work due to politics.
Sikhululiwe Ndlovu ward 9 Mzingwane
“My journey as a councillor was not easy, I met up with a lot of
challenges which included leading people that lacked basic services
like clean water, right to health and no projects. However through the
intervention of WILD in 2017 which came with capacity building
activities and resources we managed to rehabilitate the two ward
boreholes. As we speak now the community has stopped drinking
water from unprotected sources. We have also commenced the
construction of the community clinic.

councillors with the application for the Sweden trip. Councillor Dube
pleaded with well-wishers for support for roofing of the clinic as
women continue to travel 18km to access their right to health.
Councillor Shumirai Ward 2 Mzingwane 2
“2017 was a busy year for me as l managed to build a nurses house,
mother’s waiting room. We also finished the Mtabamhlophe piped
water project which now services 2 villages and a school and ensures
access to clean and portable water. However we still have challenges
with lack of cooperation on developmental issues by traditional
leaders. Worsening the situation is the formation of illegal
development structures to counter development in our community.

Councillor A Dube Ward 8 Umzingwane
“2017 was a busy year for me as it was characterised by cyclone
Dineo who destroyed a lot of infrastructure in my community.
However due to support from partners we managed to construct a
bridge on Dombo River and Diana’s pool. As a councillor l also
sourced cement and community donated their labour for the
construction of shake clinic which is now at roof level. I was also
selected for an exchange visit to Sweden which was an eye-opener for
me. “I wish all councillors could have that opportunity so that we
improve our communities. I also pledge to help other women

Councillor Elizabeth Hlongwane Ward 7 Mzingwane
“2017 was a productive year for me as we managed to repair our roads
which led to the easing of transport woes in my community. We also
built Fuzwe small dam through a community initiated project. Also to
note is there are a lot of projects that need to be undertaken but due to
lack of funds they are lying idle is the community brick moulding
project.
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media. Our followership skyrocketed in 2017, see Fig 2 and 3 below
for the statistics.
Fig. 2

Councillor Elizabeth Hlongwane sharing her 2017 successes at a WILD meeting.

11. INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGIES

Fig 3

The information department has a major function in the publication
of WILD’s work. It facilitates effective information sharing on our
activities internally and externally.2017 saw WILD reaching out to a
number of people through both our online, print and electronic
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12. STAFF AND ORGANISATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
12.1 Social Accountability Training
Two (2) staff members attended the Public Service and
Accountability Monitoring (PSAM) training held in Harare. The
training covered social accountability, Monitoring and Public
resource management cycle. This PSAM model helps enabling
citizens to hold government officials accountable for service delivery
and performance. Knowledge from the training resulted in improved
programming for social accountability activities. Knowledge was
acquired on how to monitor Strategic Planning and Resource
Allocation, Expenditure Management, Performance Management,
Public Integrity Management and Oversight.
12.2 Strategic Advocacy, Communication and New Media
Training
Three (3) staff members attended the above mentioned training which
sought to equip staff with communication concepts which include
information gathering, success stories, and communication
opportunities in new media. The training was facilitated by our
partner and the Centre for Innovation and Technology (CITE) in May.
12.3 Fundraising strategies
Two (2) staff members attended the training which sought to
capacitate staff on coming up with an organizational fundraising
strategic to ensure the sustainability of the organization.
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13. COLLABORATIONS AND PARTNERSHIPS
12.4 Results Based monitoring
Two 2 staff members attended a results based monitoring training
which sought to equip staff members with skills of impact reporting.
12.5 Civil Society and Social Media for Human Rights Training
Two staff members attended a Southern Region one-day work shop
that was held on the 16th of March 2017 in Harare. The workshop
sought to assist various civic society organisations in utilizing social
media for human rights. Since social media offers a multi-media
facility, participants were encouraged to ensure the usage of such
features so as to improve the level of audience engagement.

In the year 2017, Women’s Institute for Leadership Development
collaborated with various civil society organizations and government
departments in the execution of activities that contributed to the
achievement of its mission and vision. Below is a list of the
organizations and the nature of the collaborations:
Zimbabwe Electoral Commission (ZEC) – WILD partnered with
ZEC in mobilizing citizens to register to vote under the newly
introduced Biometric Voter Registration system. The organization
gathered and disseminated challenges on the registration process. It
lobbied ZEC on the challenge of proof of residence which hindered
some citizens from registering to vote. During phase two and three
of the voter registration Blitz, WILD complimented ZEC voter
education efforts through conducting a door to door campaign in
Lobengula and Tshabalala, in Bulawayo. ZEC supported numerous
activities organized by WILD with the deployment of mobile voter
registration slips. The partnership saw ZEC officials and
Commissioners publicly commending WILD contributions in
mobilizing citizens to register to vote.
Elections Resource Centre (ERC) – WILD collaborated with ERC
in implementing activities aimed at encouraging citizens to register to
vote. In the quest to monitor the operating environment prior to the
2018 harmonized elections, ERC, WILD, (National Youth
Development Trust) NYDT and Zimbabwe Christian Alliance set up
a call centre which received complaints and information on voter
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registration and used it for lobbying purposes. ERC also provided
technical support through providing WILD personnel with various
trainings focusing on elections management and information
gathering and dissemination.
Centre for Innovation and Technology (CITE) – CITE supported
WILD activities through livestreaming of public meetings and social
media updates. The partnership also matured to programmatic
collaboration where the two institutions conceptualized and executed
activities on national healing and reconciliation, elections and other
topical issues throughout 2017.
Matabeleland CSO Consortium on Elections – As a way of
influencing the exertion of concerted and coordinated efforts in CSO
work on elections, WILD demonstrated its convening dexterity by
influencing the formation of the Matabeleland CSO Consortium on
Elections. The consortium brings together ten (10) organizations
whose programs cover all the Matabeleland provinces. The
organizations tap into each other’s expertise in its work to mobilize
citizens to register as voters.
Zimbabwe Human Rights Commission (ZHRC): WILD was
selected by Zimbabwe Human Rights Commission to join its thematic
working group on civic education and advocacy. WILD, together with
8 other Civil Society Organizations, (CSO’s) and institutions are to
ensure that human rights issues are incorporated into their
programming work so that they are ingrained within the Zimbabwean
Society. WILD sent reports and attended quarterly review meetings

organized by the commission. WILD was chosen for the strategic
constituency they represent, women.
Zimbabwe Election Support Network (ZESN): In mid-2017,
WILD was invited to participate in the Civic Voter Education
National Working group constituted by a consortium headed by
ZESN. The aim of the partnership was to ensure that the Biometric
Voter Registration concept was unpacked and the citizenry
encouraged to register as voters in large numbers. Through the
consortium, messages and jungles around BVR were formulated and
respective CSOs were free to use them in their voter education and
endeavours. This helped to build the capacity of CSOs on the BVR.
Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights (ZLHR): WILD has a
mutual beneficial relationship. ZLHR officials helped to tackle issues
raised by WILD constituencies in areas of management of deceased
estates, marriages and withholding of both ordinary and advanced
level results by schools. WILD also benefitted from this partnership
through the facilitation of its constitutional awareness seminars and
legal clinics by ZLHR officers. Essentially, ZLHR is helping WILD
in its advocacy initiatives around legal issues. Women have been the
major benefactors in this arrangement.
Bulawayo City Council (BCC): WILD partnered with the Bulawayo
City Council and the Public Policy Research Institute of Zimbabwe
in a radio programme meant to discuss local government’s role in
budget formulation and citizens’ role in budget formulation and
tracking. This partnership fulfilled WILD’s mission to influence
structural changes in governance as BCC made a commitment to
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include in its annual budget, changes prescribed by the Auditor
General.
Gwanda Municipality: WILD enjoyed a fruitful working with
relationship the Gwanda Council, which culminated in the local
authority partnering WILD in holding budget consultative meetings.
The partnership was beneficial to WILD for it enabled the
organization to facilitate dialogue and engagements between its
primary constituency, women and the local authority. This resulted in
key Council officials such as the Mayor, his deputy and 10 of Gwanda
central councillors consistently attending and being accountable to
women during WILD organized meetings.
National Transitional Justice Working Group Zimbabwe
(NTJWG): WILD is part of the NTJWG, a platform established by
46 Zimbabwean organizations representing various transitional
justice stakeholders to provide the interface between transitional
justice stakeholders and the official transitional processes in
Zimbabwe. NTJWG seeks to ensure policy formulation and
implementation of the National Peace and Reconciliation
Commission. The working also seeks to ensure that the NPRC
commission is operational as well as monitor the implementation of
the work done by the commission.

Southern African Peoples Solidarity Network (SAPSN): Under
this network, WILD participated in the Southern Africa’s
Development Committee (SADC) PEOPLES SUMMIT in August
2017 in South Africa. The SADC PEOPLES SUMMIT runs
concurrently with the SADC Heads of State Summit. Deliberations
from the PEOPLES SUMMIT PROGRAM were presented in the
form of a position paper to the Heads of State Summit. The PEOPLES
SUMMIT, unpacked development discourse on key pillars such as,
the role of BRICS in Southern Africa and the continent, Threats to
Democracy within the SADC region, Rural Women’s Assembly and
the strengthening of Social Movements in SADC institutional
Mechanisms. The summit also culminated in the reviewing the impact
of civil society engagement with emerging policy issues namely
Industrialization and mining laws, Economic partnership agreements
as well as the Sustainable Development Goals.
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14. PUBLICATIONS
NAME OF PUBLICATION
ANNUAL REPORT 2016

DESCRIPTION
The 2017 annual report was compiled, and printed. The report carried our activities and successes that the
organisation achieved.

1ST QUARTER REPORT
2017

The 1st quarter was compiled, and printed. The report contained the organisation’s activities and successes.

2ND QUARTER REPORT
2017

The 2nd quarter was compiled, and printed. The report contained the organisation’s activities and successes.

3RD QUARTER REPORT
2017

The 3rd quarter was compiled, and printed. The report contained the organisation’s activities and successes.

NEWSLETTER (INFOCUS
NEWS)

This is a quarterly newsletter which carries stories on gender and social accountability issues. The
newsletters were published on a quarterly basis. In the year 2017, three newsletters were published, of the
three, one was circulated on the organization’s website. The focus of the newsletters was on social
accountability, constitutional awareness, digital technology, and gender budgeting issues.

WILD IN FOCUS NEWS

These are Friday editions of news stories which capture events of the week. These were sent to various
stakeholders via email.

BVR UPDATES

These are weekly editions that were compiled so as to alert various stakeholders on the progress of the
ongoing Biometric Voter Registration (BVR) process. These updates were an advocacy tool that exposed the
challenges of the voter registration process.
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WEEKLYACTIVITY
UPDATES
ADVERTS

These were updates that summarised activities of the previous week, they highlighted various resolutions
that may have been proposed in any of the events hosted by WILD. The updates were broadcast through our
social media platforms and emails.
These adverts were introduced particularly for radio with the aim of marketing WILD to various individuals
and were aired through Skyz Metro FM.
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16. ANNEX 1. BOARDMEMBERS

NAME: Lindile Ndebele

NAME: Sibonginkosi Mungoni

NAME: Prisca Dube

POSITION: Chairperson

POSITION: Committee Member

POSITION: Committee Member
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NAME: DR Samukele Hadebe

NAME: Ronald Ngorima

NAME: DR Nomathemba Ndiweni

POSITION: Treasurer

POSITION: Assistant Treasurer

POSITION: Committee Member
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TWITTER: @wildtrustzim
FACEBOOK: Women’s Institute for Leadership
Development (WILD- Zimbabwe)
YOUTUBE:@wildtrustzim
SOUND CLOUD: @wildtrustzim
WEBSITE: www.womenforleadership.org
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